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NEWS - 24.05.2004: 
 
24.05.2004  
Berlin Thunder already completely adjusted to the final -?Road ton the 
World Bowl? Ticket offer is to pull citizens of Berlin after Schalke  
 

Berlin Thunder is qualified since the home victory 
against Rhine Fire (33:20) from week 7 for the World 
Bowl XII in the arena AufSchalke. 
 
Representatively of the whole crew Safety Keith Davis 
and receiver Aaron Boone today already tested the 
official World Bowl XII fan article, like t-Shirts and 
Basecaps. in the team look forward already enormous 
to the World Bowl. We will play also the two last plays 
with 100% employment and are however naturally 
nevertheless already firm win, the World Bowl in our 
heads. For most that is the high point of the sport 
career? says Boone proudly in the World Bowl 
Merchandise. 
 
?Nun we must bring Berlin completely after Schalke. 
Without our mad fans we would not have so far come, 
and we need their assistance also in the final against 
the Galaxy. Berlin - walk us against the Galaxy to the 
victory!? urgently appeals Keith Davis to the capital. 
 
So that the citizens of Berlin can respond also to this 
appeal, Berlin Thunder set up a singular ticket offer: 
 
?Road ton the World Bowl? Package 
 

·A World Bowl ticket in the Thunder block in the arena AufSchalke  
·And return trip for a person with Berlin Thunder special train to the arena AufSchalke in the 2. Class (on and 
departure to 12.06.2004) 
·Four tickets for the last heimspiel on 6 June against the final opponent Frankfurt Galaxy in category 4 for friends 
or used 
·10, -? Coupon for the purchase Berlin of a Thunder season ticket in the season 2005 
 
All this for the unbeatable price of 79, -? per package (regular price 169, -?).  
For season ticket owner even only 59, -?! Thus does the saving amount to full 90, -? and/or 110, -?. 
 
Further information to?Road ton the World Bowl? Package are available with Berlin Thunder under 030 300,644 
42/40.  
 

Keith Davis and Aaron Boone make happy 
itself now already on the World Bowl! 

+++ World Bowl am 12. Juni perfekt: Berlin Thunder vs. Frankfurt Galaxy +++ Centurions vs. Fire 7:6 +++

 




